SailPoint Identity
Security Cloud
Get to the core of
Identity Security
The SailPoint Identity
Security Cloud is a bundle
of SaaS capabilities that
make it easy to build the
right identity security
program wherever
you are in your
identity journey.

Secure your enterprise.
Empower your workforce.
Today’s modern enterprise can house
thousands or even millions of identities
– both on premises and in the cloud
– that in turn connect to billions of
access points. This means that securely
connecting the right people to the right
technology has moved well beyond
human capacity.
At SailPoint, we’ve developed solutions
that allow the world’s biggest companies
to build a strong foundation grounded in
identity security.

With AI and machine learning at the core,
SailPoint’s Identity Security Cloud delivers
unmatched intelligence, frictionless
automation, and comprehensive
integration that allows enterprises
to manage access across the most
complex cloud environments.
Our experience working with leading
global brands has provided insight into
exactly what is needed today: targeted,
organized SaaS-based products that
work together as a single solution.

SailPoint Identity Security Cloud Business bundles all the core identity security
capabilities that organizations need when starting or resetting an identity security
program.
SailPoint Identity Security Cloud Business Plus extends offerings to include the critical
components needed to secure and manage access across a hybrid infrastructure.
This suite is ideal for organizations ready to take identity security to the next level.

The Difference is at the Core
Unmatched
Intelligence

Frictionless
Automation

Comprehensive
Integration

Intelligent 360º visibility and
insight so you can adapt and
ensure the security of every
identity

Automate and streamline
identity processes to better
discover, manage, and secure
user access

Seamless integration that
extends your ability to control
access across your hybrid
environment

Identity Security Cloud
Business
SailPoint’s Identity Security Cloud Business suite helps security
teams make better decisions faster.
Provide and control all access. Give new workers the access they need from Day 1. Automatically grant
or deny access to applications or data sources via an intuitive dashboard. Leverage AI insights to make
fully informed access decisions.
Ensure all access remains appropriate. Review and perform access certifications across applications
and data resources quickly. Reduce IT burden by eliminating repetitive manual processes.
Prevent error and fraud. Easily implement Separation of Duties (SoD) policies that enforce critical
access controls across all systems and applications. Automatically detect potential conflicts of interest
and prevent fraud.
Make better informed access decisions. Use AI-generated recommendations to decide whether to
maintain or revoke user access.
Turn data into actionable insights. Get a complete view of access history including access anomalies
and generate access reports automatically. Identify potential risks like unusual entitlements and
dormant or orphaned accounts. Determine what access users should have versus what they actually
have.
Automatically give workers access wherever they are. Provision access using role-based tools and
adjust access automatically as workers change roles or leave the organization.
Extend identity security. Take advantage of over 100+ out-of-the box connectors, a full set of APIs, event
triggers, and additional capabilities to extend identity security across a hybrid environment.

Identity Security Cloud
Business Plus
SailPoint’s Identity Security Cloud Business Plus suite includes
all core capabilities mentioned above plus advanced SaaSbased components designed for deeper management, control,
and security of access.
Get visibility and control over your entire cloud infrastructure-as-a-service, including workloads.
Flag suspicious access activity and prevent attacks via sophisticated AI capabilities. Leverage
guardrails – more than 500 pre-configured policies – that address common compliance requirements
and help your organization embrace cloud governance best practices.
Get a complete view of your entire SaaS footprint.
Bring all SaaS apps under centralized control to avoid toxic access combinations and security risks.
Broaden your identity security visibility to uncover and mitigate hidden access risks due to shadow IT
and overprovisioned accounts. Govern access to all SaaS apps with policy-driven controls.
Build and maintain roles with the right access.
Analyze current user access to suggest potential roles with the right level of access as the business
evolves. Define new roles to be adopted and continually monitor for updates to existing roles to enforce
the principle of least privilege. Evolve your identity program using AI-suggested roles.

Additional Solutions
SailPoint Access Risk
Management (ARM)

SailPoint Password
Management

SailPoint File Access
Management (FAM)

Automates real-time access
risk analysis, simplifies GRC
processes, and even identifies
a potential user’s risks before
access is granted.

Provides self-service
password reset that enables
users to reset passwords
easily and securely – from
anywhere, on any device.

Gives organizations visibility
and control over their
unstructured, regulated data
across the enterprise – from
IP to PII.

Begin Your Identity
Security Journey Today
With a focus on the core of identity security, SailPoint enables
enterprises to meet the challenge of ensuring secure access
to resources without compromising productivity or innovation,
delivering only the right amount access at exactly the right time.
SailPoint Identity Security Cloud is designed specifically to meet
enterprises wherever they are, delivering the flexibility, ease-ofdeployment, and user centricity needed in today’s complex IT
environment.

Learn More
Visit www.sailpoint.com/identity-security-cloud
to learn how you can meet the challenge of
maintaining a secure environment.

About SailPoint
SailPoint is the leading provider of identity security for the modern enterprise. Enterprise
security starts and ends with identities and their access, yet the ability to manage and
secure identities today has moved well beyond human capacity. Using a foundation
of artificial intelligence and machine learning, the SailPoint Identity Security Platform
delivers the right level of access to the right identities and resources at the right time—
matching the scale, velocity, and environmental needs of today’s cloud-oriented
enterprise. Our intelligent, autonomous, and integrated solutions put identity security at
the core of digital business operations, enabling even the most complex organizations
across the globe to build a security foundation capable of defending against today’s
most pressing threats.
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